Clothing Guidelines for Supreme 2020

While at Supreme Assembly, we represent the premier youth group in the world, IORG. Our selections of clothing and our personal behavior are always the first measure of who we are and the organization we represent.

Youth Members attending 2020 Sessions may wear the attire approved by their jurisdiction, noting that some jurisdictions may choose to wear their jurisdictional “uniform” and others may choose to wear formal attire. Regardless, there should be no gowns that have a single spaghetti strap, ones that are mermaid style, or with revealing skirt slits. Shoes for attendees should be consistent with their jurisdictional guideline, however, guests are encouraged to avoid high heels as there will be multiple floor surfaces and risers to maneuver. Please refer to the Universal Dress Guidelines, January 2020, for additional clarification and guidance.

Youth Members attending practices, mixers, etc. may wear appropriate dresses, or their jurisdictional “uniform” which is usually a khaki, black, or navy skirt and jurisdictional polo. Tennis shoes, Bobs, or flat shoes are appropriate for practices. Fun Night will be fun and active: casual attire will be perfect: jeans (without holes), golf-length shorts, t-shirts/polos, tennis shoes.

Acting Supreme Officers will be advised through their Supreme Officer regarding their attire, and when their official gowns are to be worn.

Consistent with our Universal Dress Guidelines, inappropriate attire includes short shorts, tight jeans, yoga pants, leggings, sweatpants, pajama bottoms, mini-skirts, and all clothing with lycra/stretch/body-hugging qualities. Also inappropriate are tops that are halter, strapless, thin strap, off the shoulder or that expose the midriff. Gym wear may, of course, be worn to the gym.

Swim wear: Consistent with our Universal Dress Guidelines, bathing suits may be one-piece or two-piece and not revealing or seductive as defined by the jurisdiction. In hotels and other facilities, cover-ups and shoes (flips-flops, sandals, or athletic shoes) must be worn when traveling to and from the pool.

Supreme Family Members (females) attending Supreme Business Meetings may wear dresses, tailored dress slacks with coordinating suit-type jacket, or skirt/blouse. More casual attire such as capris, jeans (without holes), khaki pants with a blouse/Jurisdictional polo are acceptable within the Hotel areas, at Fun Night and on tours.

Supreme Family Members (males) attending Supreme Business Meetings may wear dress slacks/shirts, or more casual slacks such as khaki with a polo type shirt. More casual attire such as jeans, golf shorts, etc. are acceptable within the Hotel areas, at Fun Night and on tours.

Supreme Family Members attending sessions, Supreme Banquet, etc. will wear appropriate Rainbow formal attire.